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RULES AND REGULATIONS 
 
A warm welcome on the Campground Tresiana. We wish you a pleasant stay and request you to pay attention to the 
following points: 
 

REST 
From 12.30 pm to 2.00 pm is resting time. There should be done no washing-up. From 10 pm to 7 am you have to be 
absolutely quiet. Please show consideration towards your neighbours. Radios etc. are not to be used in loud volume. 
 
TOILETS 
Children under 6 years going to the toilets must be accompanied by an adult. The sanitary facilities are not a playground. 
Parents will be made responsible for any damages made by their children. 
Leave the toilets as you like to use them yourselves. 
 
SWIMMING POOL / PLAYGROUNDS 
Your are using the swimming pool and the playgrounds at your own risk. It is forbidden to go swimming, if the swimming 
pool is closed. Do not leave your children unattended near the swimming-pool, the river side or the playgrounds. 
 
PLACES 
It is forbidden to make holes around the tents and trailers. Take care of the nature. 
 
RUBBISH 
For your rubbish use rubbish-bags and drop them into the marked containers on the main road. Glasses have to be 
separated and taken to the container across the main road. Please do not leave large items like camping chairs, bicycles etc. 
for disposal on the campground and do not throw them into garbage containers. Please see the backside. 
 
WASHING 
There is a washing machine, a wash basin and a tumble dryer at your disposal. It is forbidden to use the sinks for the 
laundry. Washing lines are not allowed. Please use a clothes drying rack or ask for the big drying rack at the reception. 
 
CARS 
On the campground it is only allowed to drive in walking manner. After 10 pm it is forbidden to drive your car on the 
campground. Cars have to be parked according to the instructions of the staff. 
 
FIRE 
Open fires are prohibited. Please use the provided fireplaces. Is there danger of wood fire announced, it is absolutely 
forbidden to make fire. Do not destroy trees and bushes. There is enough firewood in the area. 
 
DOGS 
On the campground dogs have to be on the lead. Dogs must be taken off the campground to do their business. 
 
ACCOUNT 
Please pay your account the day before your departure. Departures after 11 am have to be paid as an additional day. 
 

The instructions of the staff have to be obeyed! 
If there are any differences in the regulations the German regulations are the one to be followed! 

 
We wish you a pleasant stay and hope to see you again! 

Your Camping Tresiana 
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